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ABSTRACT

To meet market demands and stay competitive, many systems were traditionally pieced together without enough consideration given to quality attributes such as modifiability, scalability, security, and maintainability. This has since littered the computing landscape with brittle applications with high maintenance and complexity. Over time, these maligned systems have propagated in size and merged or integrated to become too complex and fragile to amend or administer. To realign software engineering with its productivity and proficiency developmental goals, the software architecture discipline was formed. Yet, to fully meet its potential, software architecture must be proven to enable stakeholders to judge the quality of the end product before committing to a potential long term financial burden. In support of this goal, this research presents a case study that quantified the benefits of software architectures by comparing an application developed using four different architectural styles. The performance, modifiability and extensibility quality attributes of the four programs are compared and inferences and limitations are discussed. The evaluation of each quality attribute is done as a separate experiment where the original programs are modified in a non-invasive manner using aspect oriented programming (AOP). Use of AOP ensures that the same treatment is applied to each program.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In recent decades, Informational Technology (IT) has rapidly emerged as the primary subject that chief executive officers have resourced to address rising costs and promote productivity. The introduction and use of the World Wide Web has helped to facilitate the elevation of IT into an essential business and individual commodity [1] [2]. Information Technology is no longer a luxurious extension to a large corporation’s logistics or inventory management system; rather IT has become a fundamental component for life in the modern world [3]. Today’s IT systems can generate live information from clusters of data across the world, and can adapt to provide decision support systems to support organizational strategic goals. It is no wonder that this technology has prompted and promoted exponential growth and influence around the globe.

This expansion has meant more seeded reliance on and significance being given to the computational resources of organizations. Structurally, modern day companies are integrated and interconnected from the ground up [4] [2]. For example, while a clerk is searching the company’s catalog on the sales floors, querying customer relations and inventory data, a production manager can schedule capacity by leveraging logistics and inventory systems [5] [6]. Whether the focus is a typical small business or large multi-national corporation, careful examination reveals multiple layers of cohesive systems operating in conjunction, commanding or administering the information needs of organizations. Clearly, IT is no longer simply an analytical tool for data, it has become a leverage point, and a competitive advantage that is used to trim costs, reach a broader audience, and forge new alliances [4].
1.1 Problem Statement

As with any emerging technology, IT suffers from its immaturity [7]. Computing sciences and informational systems only span few decades, and when compared with more traditional sciences, are still in their infancy. While the first computer company was created in the 1950’s, it wasn’t until the late 1970’s that the technology became available for everyday users [8]. The 1990’s saw an immense soar in the computing industry as IT became pervasive. Although we have learned a lot from our previous mistakes and experiences, today’s standards are far from being optimal. To meet market demands and stay competitive, many software systems were pieced together without ample consideration given to overall software qualities such as modifiability, scalability, security, or maintainability [9] [10]. Lack of attention to these important quality attributes has led to a computing landscape littered with brittle applications having high maintenance costs and accidental complexity [11] [12]. As it turns out, that same IT innovation that aided companies to scale globally has since become an expensive and liable tumor. Over time, these misalignment systems have propagated in size and merged or integrated to become too complex and fragile to amend or administer [13].

To address these kinds of problems, the discipline of software architecture (SA) was forged [14] [15]. The term software architecture refers to a description of the overall structure of software as defined by the major software components, the dependencies between components, and the component connectors or communication mechanisms used by components [16] [11] [17]. From its conception SA has promised to answer and realign IT with its original goals of proficiency and efficiency [5]. Research has repeatedly shown that accurately designed systems have proven to not only dramatically reduce overall cost and customer satisfaction, but also ensure such important standards as availability, modifiability, security, testability, management, construction, usability, re-usability, comprehensibility, portability, scalability, time to market, and interoperability [18] [15]. As Shaw and Garlan [19] outline, software architecture can resolve wide organizational or global structures, protocols, synchronizations, and data accessibility, functional assignments, physical distribution, scaling and performance.
Many different software architectures are possible for a given application. These potential architectures are often classified into architectural subfamilies called architectural styles. Each architectural style defines a collection of architectures with a unique collection of subsystems and connectors. Typical architectural styles include shared repository, layered architectures and client server architectures [11].

SA brings many benefits to software development including serving as a communication medium among stakeholders. As a high level abstraction, SA can create a mutual understanding among stakeholders in formulating early design decisions, assembling system priorities and addressing competing concerns. Furthermore, by abstracting and modularizing a system, SA can facilitate a transfer of similar components and promote large-scale reuse [15]. Traditional development approaches have failed to properly decouple computation from communication within a system, thus reducing opportunities for re-configurability and reuse [20]. Therefore another benefit of SA is that SA allows developers to focus away from lines-of-code to more coarse-grained components and their overall interconnection structures.

1.2 Proposed Solution

While SA brings many intuitive benefits to software engineering yet, to fully meet its potential, SA must be transformed into a measurable and predictable discipline rather than being primarily intuitive. To accomplish this, architectural quality metrics must be computed for different architectural styles. This enables comparison of the costs and benefits of the different styles and allows informed decisions to be made about the architecture best suited for a specific application. To this end, this research:

1. Selected a target application and four different architectural styles.
2. Developed a program for each architectural style.
3. Selected a set of architectural quality metrics and evaluate each implementation using these quality metrics.
4. Compared the results of the evaluations and infer benefits and properties of the different architectural styles.

The research utilized the Key Word in Context (KWIC) application first introduced by Parnas in his 1972 paper “On the Criteria to Be Used in Decomposing Systems into Modules” [21]. KWIC provides a convenient search mechanism for information in a long list of lines, such as book titles or online documentation entries. Each KWIC implementation was evaluated for performance, modifiability and reusability. The source-code for each Architectural Style (Object-Oriented, Shared-Data, Pipe-and-Filet, and Implicit Invocation) was obtained from Dr. Denis Helic’s course on software architecture at the Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported New Media (IICM) at Graz University of Technology, in Austria [22].

Modifications and extensions to the various implementations is conducted by utilizing Aspect Oriented Programming [23] [24] [25]. AOP allows for non-invasive extension of all four applications while performing the exact transformation to each program. The overall goal of this research is to (1) identify the architectural style which provides the best realization of each quality metric, and (2) classify and rank potential code realizations based on the quality attributes represented in the associated architecture. Indeed, by analyzing the research results, we should gain measured insight into how architectural decisions made in the dawning hours of a system can directly affect its long term quality.

1.3 Outline of Paper

Chapter 2 offers an overview of software architectural styles and quality attributes. Chapter 3 reviews the current state of SA, by reviewing relevant and referenced sources for this research. The research method is presented in Chapter 4 along with an overview of the target applications. Chapter 5 describes the for the research performance, modifiability, and reusability experiments conducted. Finally, the timeline for completing the research are laid out in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2. Background

The term Architecture as described by Merriam-Webster dictionary refers to “a unifying or coherent form or structure” [26]. Recent research in the high-level blueprint of systems, has demonstrated the necessity of this overall structural design before actual implementation occurs. As a system is designed, developed, tested, and moved to be deployed, amendments or requirement failure discovery can be devastating to the timely delivery of a system. Furthermore, once a system is delivered and matures, if the system is not designed with expansion and evolution in mind, any additional change can be costly and potentially disable the existing interaction [19].

Software Architecture (SA) formal definition remains elusive due to the broad umbrella of the topics it represents, as demonstrated in the collection of definitions below:

“The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures of the systems, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements, and the relationship among them.” [16]

Software Architecture is “the structure of the components of a program/system, their interrelationships, and principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time.” [18]

“Abstractly, software architecture involves the description of elements from which systems are built, interactions among those elements, patterns that guide their composition, and constraints on these patterns. In general, a particular system is defined in terms of a collection of components and interactions among those components.” [19]

While the label may be vague and indistinct, what is clear is the classification of its function to the computing discipline – to topographically illustrate and define conceptually the purpose of a system
accompanied with designations of decisions and external interactions with it, and its interaction between each component. David Garlan describes SA best by portraying it as a “bridge between requirements and implementations” [14]. This “bridge” is intended to decompose the complexity of systems by: (1) “providing abstractions that hides unnecessary detail, providing unifying and simplifying concepts”, (2) making “development of the system easier to manage by enhancing communications, providing better work partitioning with decreased and/or more manageable dependencies” [27]. Finally we can illustrate the concept of SA by defining it as a structured solution that meets the entire technical and operational requirement, while optimizing common quality attributes such as performance, security, and manageability. It involves a series of decisions based on a wide range of factors, and each of these decisions can have considerable impact on the quality, performance, maintainability, and overall success of the application.

Now that we have defined SA, we can identify its importance and begin to recognize its components and framework. To do so, let’s put ourselves in the architects place and begin to decompose the design process by walking in the shoes of the designer.

2.1 Importance of Software Architecture

Software architecture captures the gross partitioning of the system and expresses the fundamental structural organization of the system elements and the relationships between them. Again, this organization is essential for meeting the functional and quality attribute requirements on delivery day as well as throughout the life of the system [28] [29]. Systems built without a well-designed and documented architecture will exhibit unpredictable properties—the system might be modifiable, it might perform as required, and it might interoperate with other systems [28]. SA’s goal is to bridge this uncertainty with a communication medium among stakeholders. SA proposes facilitation of a high level abstraction to create a mutual understanding in the early design decisions while assembling the systems priorities and
addressing competing concerns. Furthermore, by abstracting and modularizing a system, it can facilitate a transfer of similar components to promote large-scale reuse [15].

David Garlan defines six aspects that are imperative in the success or failure of the overall systems: understanding, reuse, construction, evolution, analysis, and management [14]. Incorrect design can significantly affect the systems design and deployment with respect to these aspects. The correct choice will affect how the system leverages past architectural designs and answer concerns as they arise [30]. Often, a poorly designed system behaves unpredictably and therefore cannot be scheduled or resourced properly. Once deployed, they require a higher level of technical support and often, a small change to an independent module will propagate failure across the system. Evolution or upgrades can cause future extension to fail and ultimately increase development, testing, and maintenance costs. Also, maintaining quality personnel and keeping development teams morale high can be difficult when system are constantly maligned and tangled [31].

As we can see, it is quite rational to design a software system much like a structure. Before grounds are cleared or buildings demolished, the architect of the structure gathers data to help identify the purpose. The architect then blue prints a model to present his/her concept to the stakeholder, and only then begins to codify the specs for a high level builder to develop. But a greater question looms: How would we approach this very broad and difficult problem?

2.2 How to Approach Software Architecture

As we discussed in the prior section, SA is crucial in the overall effectiveness and longevity of a system, and not surprisingly, it is the most difficult task to perform. Architects’ knowledge and experience play a vital role in recognizing and identifying areas of interest and complexity [32]. One cannot design something without knowing its function and purpose. Therefore, the architect begins by first identifying the requirements that impact the structure of the application. As shown in Figure 1, the architect utilizes those requirements as inputs into designing the system and will routinely evaluate the
patterns in the various architectural styles to strategize the strength and weakness of each with regards to those requirements. It is then that the architect can specify the individual components that make up the application, showing how they fit into the overall framework [32].

2.2.1 Architectural Requirements

Architectural requirement can be described as how the system is designed and modeled to adhere with overall business goal of the project [33]. Gathering and verbalizing these needs is crucial in delivering a final product that meets the stakeholder’s requirements in the system. This can be an extensive and iterative process as the stakeholder grasps and gets a handle on what the system should provide and how. Requirements aid in specifying the scope and the constraints on the application and lay out a priority of functional and nonfunctional features the stakeholder expects to be encompassed in the final product [31]. *Functional Requirement* is defined aspects of the system as requested by the stakeholders. These requirements can be graphed and itemized by using use cases to define their scope. *Non-functional requirement* are system-wide qualities that have architectural significance like maintainability, security, and expandability.

2.2.2 Architectural Style

Once the requirements of a system are verbalized and agreed upon, we begin by prioritize and identify how to decompose the proposed solution. To do so, we must first identify an *Architectural style* that will encompass the overall structure of the system. An Architectural style refers to “a set of design rules that identify the kinds of components and connectors that may be used to compose a system or subsystem, together with local or global constraints on the way the composition is done” [34]. Components refer to computational artifacts, while connectors refer to the interactions between them. Constraints are how the interactions between the connectors and components should behave [31].
By gauging the appropriateness and effectiveness of different alternatives, we can answer questions about how to differentiate between components, connectors, and constraints. We can then select the proper computational model to present the system while leveraging and referencing known solutions. For small applications, a single architecture pattern, like the client-server may suffice, while more complex applications require the architect to specify more than one pattern integrated to form the overall architecture. Once we have identified our styles we can begin to outline and classify each alternative and draw from quality metrics for selection analysis.

2.2.3 Meta-architecture

Bredemeyer [31] describes Meta-architecture as a set of high-level decisions that guides the structure of a system by utilizing styles, interaction patterns, principles, and philosophies (refer to Figure 2). As the architect, we can define meta-architecture as the bridge between the business strategy and technical objectives. This concept enables the development of the system to weigh selections and allows for a trade-off analysis by documenting and strategizing the communication and coordination of repetitive components. This ensures a consistent and elegant architecture that is easy to understand and honor.

Meta-architecture first requires the architect to formulate a structural blue-print for the rest of the software development cycle. Research in documented styles, patterns, designs and models will typically illuminate a variety of sources, references, organization, partners and competitors that can be studied before diving into the production process [31].

Now that the architect has his high level structural blue-print, it is time to define methodologies and styles that can potentially encompass the structural context of the Meta-Architecture. It is here that
the architect must ponder over whether to select Data Abstraction, Data Flow, Data Centric, Client-Server, or Implicit Invocation.

2.2.3.1 Object Oriented or Data Abstraction

The Object-Oriented architectural style features abstract data types or objects that represent data and interact through functional or procedural invocations. While objects are responsible for preserving the integrity of their representation, they also hide information from other objects. In the Data Abstraction architectural style, the system can be viewed as a collection of objects encapsulated to provide interfaces for other objects in the system to interact with (refer to Figure 3). The communications can be achieved by sending message or passing parameters from and to other objects [11]. An object is responsible for preserving its own integrity and representation from other objects in the application (private or public). Each module provides interface or variable parameter for other components access the object through.

Data Abstraction is the most widely used and taught architectural style and many examples exist in the software landscape. For example, Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) utilizes this architecture to instantiate and broker objects to and from clients/servers.

Reusability and modifiability are the strengths of this style, as they facilitate the modification of functionality while reusing other objects. Yet as a side effect, if one object interacts with another, it must know the identity of that other object. Therefore if the first object changes, the method that invokes that
object will be agnostic to those changes. Also, if a child object inherits functionality from a parent object and the parent object changes, then the functional integrity of the child object may be adversely affected.

2.2.3.2 Pipe and Filter or Data Flow

This style comprises of components that represent set of inputs and outputs. Components read from a stream of data as its input and processes the data to deliver a stream of data for its output [7] (refer to Figure 4). Each component applies a local transformation and produces the output streams of data sequentially, because each output is a result set of another component’s input stream of data. These independent processes are referred to as filters. The communication or connection between the filters termed pipes, since they serve as delivery mechanism [35]. Pipes serve as the channel for the streams and transforms outputs from one filter to inputs of another. This model architects the system into a set of sequential components run in succession. Each component does a local transformation to the input stream of data and produces an output stream of data. Therefore, each process is initiated only after its predecessor has completed its transformation.

An example of this architectural style is a message based system. In this popular style the clients send requests to the queue, where the message is stored until an application removes it. For example, a client may format an email, and place it onto the queue for processing. The server will, at some stage in the future, remove the message and send the email using a mail server. The client really doesn't need to know when the server processes the message, it only knows that the message has been sent.

This style’s strengths lie in its ease of understanding and ability to reuse filters. It promotes loose coupling by indirectly binding each filter. Filters are oblivious to the state and condition of each other.
Yet, the weakness lies in the inability to process batch-type or threaded instructions. Since a process cannot start until its predecessor has ended, a thread cannot be instantiated before the actions is completed [35].

2.2.3.3 Implicit Invocation or Event-Driven

As shown in Figure 5, implicit invocation or an event-driven architectural style provides the system with the ability to announce one or more events while other agents associate a procedure with the event separately. When an event is announced, the broadcasting system invokes all of the procedures that have been registered for the event itself (41). Garland and Shaw describe implicit invocation systems: "The idea behind implicit invocation is that instead of invoking a procedure directly, a component can announce (or broadcast) one or more events. Other components in the system can register an interest in an event by associating a procedure with the event. When the event is announced the system itself invokes all of the procedures that have been registered for the event. Thus an event 'implicitly' causes the invocation of procedures in other modules [11]."

Implicit Invocation utilizes components by enabling the integration of data abstractly and invoking computation on that data implicitly. The connection between components is achieved through an announcement (or broadcast) an event. Other components in the system can register an interest in that event by acting on that event [11]. When the event is announced, the applications invokes all of the procedures that have been registered for the event. Thus, an event announcement implicitly causes the invocation of procedures in other components. The announcers of events do

Figure 5: Event-Driven Style
not know which components will be affected by those events.

An advantage of event-based invocation is that it encourages reuse across the system. It’s framework allows for agents suscribing to an event to act and function autonously to the state of other agents in the system. Furthermore other agents, objects, processes, and servers, can be introduced in a system simply by registering it for the events, thereby enabling scaling and expansion of the system without restracuting of the components. A drawback to this approach is that event-based systems become quite unpredictable because of a lack of a transactional broker to marshall actions. and perfrom porrly due its inability to support batched processes.

2.2.3.4 Data-Centric or Shared Data

Figure 6 portrays the shared repository or data-flow centric architecture, which consists of a central data structure (often a database) and a collection of independent components which operate on the central data structure. This architectural style typically consists of these components running in parallel and communicating through a data channel [11]. Data is communicated between the components through shared storage or global array visible to all entities in the application. Many examples of repository architectures exist in IT. An example of such a system is the blackboard architectures [11], where a blackboard serves as communication center for a collection of knowledge sources, and database systems serving several applications.

This design constrained due to the necessity for data is communicated between the components through shared storage and greater effort is needed to be for data synchronization. This style also relies heavily on the health of the shared data structure – if the data container is affected so is the rest of the system and it agents. Furthermore, the lack of cohesion between members of the agents reduces the
reusability and extendibility of the underlying code. A major advantage to this style is the simplicity with which modifications can be made – only one source is upgraded or amended rather than the segregates

2.2.3.5 Client-Server

Figure 7 describes the Client-Server style which is commonly implemented when the application is distributed across the system. In the Client-Server style, there are two components server and the client. The server is designed to provide services to multiple instances of clients connected within the network which provides data access and maintains data integrity. The clients can only communicate with the server, and not with each other. The communication is typically a request initiated by the client, which results in a respond by the server. The server typically performs some computation and delivers the values back to the client.

This is a widely used style especially within the world-wide-web application. When the HTTP channel is opened, the client instantiate a session with the server and follows through several complementary interactions in order achieve its descent of information or computation.

The greatest advantage of this style lays in its promotion the separation of concerns into different tiers. This enables the system to be portioned onto different independent machines or platform, each operating autonomously, until an action is required. Also this style enables systems to communicate synchronously through request-reply methodology, ensuring the delivery/receipt of actions.
2.2.3.6 Conceptual Architecture

As the architect, now that we have identified and defined architectural styles, we must begin to lay the conceptual foundation. The conceptual phase is described by Bredemyer [27] as one in which the system is decomposed prior to expanding on the interface details (refer to Figure 8). This facilitates the overall description that can be used to portray the design model to the non-technical stakeholder. While this phase hinges on the description and more detailed definition of the systems’ overall syntax, it is still very high level. This phase allows for system components to be identified by representing their responsibilities and inter-connections. Typically the design methodology is driven by the quality requirement preset by the user [31]. Conceptual phase also enables architectural constraints to be imposed early in design and provides the framework to enforce this structure as the systems evolves [14].

Figure 8- Conceptual View Framework

To achieve this, the architect assigns responsibilities and interactions of each component through the utilization of a number of views. As figure 9 shows, a view is a representation of a coherent set of architectures and the relations among them. By abstracting functional portions of the stakeholders concerns, views enable the architect to determine the effect of change, while guiding and describing the development process [16] [36]. The architect is able to extract an architectural model to satisfy the major functionality and performance requirements of the system, as well as some other, non-functional

Figure 9- Conceptual View
requirements such as reliability, scalability, portability, and availability.

In order to describe this abstract decomposition of systems, Philippe Kruchten proposes five main views to aesthetically describe their composition. (1) Logical View – to represent the object model of the design, (2) Process View – to capture concurrency and synchronization, (3) Developmental – annotates the static organization of software in the development environment, (4) Physical View – to describe the mapping of software onto the hardware, and (5) Scenarios – which describe the decisions made around the architecture [37].

2.2.3.6.1 Logical or Functional View

The Logical or Functional View provides an abstraction of a system and its relationships with components (refer to Figure 10). These components represent such elements as functions, key system abstractions, and domain elements that objectify system to address non-functional requirements. Users of this view are typically domain engineers, product-line designers, and end users. The most commonly used representation of this view is class diagrams. In the class diagrams a logical or functional view into object classes are drafted. Furthermore, class relationship, behavior, association, aggregation, and inheritance are depicted in order to maintain a single, coherent object model across the system. The connectors represent dependencies and data flow [15] [37].

2.2.3.6.2 Process or Concurrency View

The Process or Concurrency View enables processes such as performance, availability, and integrity to be structured and identified between elements. Processes are identified as a grouping of these tasks that form an executable unit. This process creates multiple levels of abstractions so that
programmers and tester can find a medium to address concerns with the development of data via flow, events, and synchronization [15]. Typically this view is depicted by state, sequence, collaboration, or activity diagrams, as shown in Figure 11.

![Figure 11- Process View](image)

2.2.3.6.3 Development or Component View

Developmental or Component View is used for partitioning development and testing, this views aims to facilitate modifiability/maintainability by creating source code repository that various users create, modify, and manage [15]. This view describes the software architecture as an organization of modules and subsystems that can be concurrently developed and manipulated (refer to Figure 12). This view enables a layer of internal requirements like reuse, software management, and ease of development to be addressed. Most commonly used depiction of the process view is **component diagram** which describes software components – such as source, binary, or executables – and their dependencies to each other, representing the structure of the code itself.

![Figure 12- Developmental View](image)
2.2.3.6.4 Physical View

In the Physical View CPUs, storage, and other peripherals that are connected through network communication devices that describe the system in hardware [15]. This view primarily accounts for the non-functional requirements of a system by mapping the **physical hardware** with the written code. For example figure 13 represents the communications between desktop computers and the server or mainframe. The diagram describes the physical interaction between the computers and the network layer.

2.2.3.6.5 Scenarios

Scenarios finalize the conceptual phase by allowing a walk through the architecture [15]. This view is the glue that enables all views to be work seamlessly by instantiating general **use cases** to describe the correspondence between each view (refer to Figure 14). This view provides the mechanism to portray the functionality of the system and how it is perceived by external actors. This view is used by the stakeholders, developers, and users to identify and specify the contents and elements of the systems. More importantly it provides the verification of the functional and non-functional requirements upon the system.
Another important concept in the development of the conceptual framework is the **Architectural Description Language (ADL)**. ADL is important to structural development of a system, because it provides a high-level structure of the overall application rather than the implementation details of any specific source module. ADLs provide both a concrete syntax and a conceptual framework for modeling a software system’s conceptual and logical architectures. The building blocks of an architectural description are described by:

- **Components** - units of computation or data stores
- **Connectors** - architectural building blocks used to model interactions among components and rules that govern those interactions.
- **Architectural configurations** - connected graphs of components and connectors that describe architectural structure [34].

Architectural models include elements such as software components, communication mechanisms, states, processes, threads, hosts, events, external systems, and source code modules. Relationships between these elements address such issues as message passing, data flow, resource usage, dependencies, state transitions, causality, and temporal orderings [38]. Uniform Markup Language is well suited for this because it provides a useful and extensible set of predefined constructs, it is semi-formally defined, it has substantial tool support, and it is based on experience with mainstream development methods [38].
2.2.3.7 Uniform Markup Language (UML)

A UML model of a software system consists of several partial models, each of which addresses a certain set of issues at a certain level of fidelity [39]. Fidelity refers to how close the model will be to the eventual implementation of the system, low-fidelity models tend to be used early in the life-cycle and be more problem-oriented and generic, whereas high-fidelity models tend to be used later and be more solution oriented and specific. Increasing fidelity demands effort and knowledge to build more detailed models, but results in more properties of the model holding true in the system [39].

The graphical nature of UML’s well-defined syntax and semantics enables the mapping of graphical elements to elements of the underlying semantic constraint model. The constraints are expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL), which defines common operations on elements, and highlights the relationships between attributes and the elements [38].

2.2.3.8 Logical Architecture

As the architect, now that we have a well-defined conceptual framework for the system, we can now begin to erect the structure from the foundation. Bredemyer consulting defines this Logical phase as one in which detailed architectural specifications are appended to the conceptual model in order to address cross-cutting concerns with the definition of component interfaces/protocols and their dynamics with the system [31]. In this phase, the system’s functionality is precisely defined and diagramed so that the designer and developers can collaborate in creating a static structure to build the system upon. Such mechanism as component interfaces, actionable procedures, and exception control mechanisms are clearly and completely defined in this phase.

2.2.3.9 Execution Architecture

Finally, we can conclude our architectural process by identifying our ultimate executive phase. The execution phase consists of the mapping of components onto the physical hardware in order to
address the overall throughput and scalability of a system [31]. This phase is especially important for
distributed or concurrent systems due to the deployment representation of the system onto its
environment. Also, in this phase, the programming language for the development of the project is
selected.

2.3 Architectural Analytical Techniques

In the prior section we reviewed how the software architectural discipline can guide the
decomposition of the design process so the results can meet the requirements. As we learned during the
conceptual phase, the architect must compare and contrast the alternatives available in order to weigh the
best solution. Comparing software architectures for any nontrivial system is a difficult task no matter how
many organizations necessitate long-term candidate architectures. As a result, currently, there are many
different heuristics that can guide architects through their selection process. In this section we overview a
few analytical techniques that architect can use to enable superior comparative selections.

2.3.1 Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM)

Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) is a thorough and comprehensive way to
evaluate software architecture which is designed to elicit the business goals for the system as well as for
the architecture [16]. ATAM structures the trade-off analysis by partitioning the participants of the
systems and assigning each division clear and concise goals for evaluation of architecture. This process is
not aimed to predict the outcome of the project, its goal is to identify and gauge risks involved with each
approach. The Bass paper describes the process as stated below:

- **The evaluation team.** External group that consists of members who are assigned a number of
  specific roles. The evaluation team may work for the same organization as the development team
  whose architecture is on the table, or they may be outside consultants but must be recognized as
  competent, unbiased outsiders.
• **Project decision makers.** Decision makers are empowered to speak for the development project or have the authority to mandate changes to it. They usually include the project manager, or architect.

• **Architecture stakeholders.** Stakeholders have a vested interest in the architecture performing as advertised. They are the ones whose ability to do their jobs hinges on the architecture promoting modifiability, security, high reliability, or the like. Stakeholders include developers, testers, integrators, maintainers, performance engineers, users, builders of systems interacting with the one under consideration, and others. Their job during an evaluation is to articulate the specific quality attribute goals that the architecture should meet in order for the system to be considered a success.

2.3.2 The Software Architecture Comparison Analysis Method (SACAM)

The Software Architecture Comparison Analysis Method (SACAM) compares architectures based on a set of criteria derived from the business goals of an organization. The SACAM was developed in a technical reuse context where an organization investigated architectural commonalities and differences to explore architectural designs for software product line architecture. The comparison is performed in a series of steps: (1) The architect gathers the requirements needed for the preparation of the analysis; (2) Comparison criteria are chosen, collated, and then refined into concrete quality attribute scenarios; (3) The scenarios and existing architectural documentation of the architecture candidates are used to identify the relevant information for the comparison. This information is extracted from the architectural documentation and analyzed to determine how well the required scenarios are supported. (4) The stakeholders score the architecture on a scenario basis, which leads to a recommendation for selection. The scores might reflect weights that are provided by the stakeholders for the criteria. The artifacts generated during the course of the method can be used for subsequent processes, such as an architectural commonality and variability analysis for a software product line migration [40].
2.3.3 Scenario-Based Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM)

Scenario-Based Architecture Analysis Method (SAAM) focuses on analyzing the architectural design of a software system by defining each in (at least) three perspectives—the functional partitioning of its domain of interest, its structure, and the allocation of domain function to that structure. [13] The perspectives can then be used to weigh and score each style:

- **Functionality**: The overall behavior that partitions such that the collection is simplified and easy to conceptualize.
- **Structure**: Reveals how the system is constructed by depicting the structure as a collection of components which represent computational processes or data. Also, the structure represents the connections between these by enabling communication and control relationships among them.
- **Allocation**: Refers to how the functionality is realized in the software structure in order to understand how the functionality is going to be achieved.

2.3.4 Cost Benefit Analysis method (CBAM)

Cost Benefit Analysis method (CBAM) aids in the analysis of the benefit and cost implications of the architectural design decisions being made [41]. Given the fact that there are large uncertainties—both technical as well as economic—during the architecture design stage of a software system, the architects faces risks with regards to the system’s ability to meet its business goals. One of the advantages of our approach lies in the fact that it forces the stakeholders to quantify these risks, by explicitly quantifying the benefits of architectural decisions, as well their costs, quality attribute responses, and the uncertainty surrounding these estimates [41]. In this method the stakeholders individually rate each of the attributes so that the sum of their scores is 100. The insight gained from the real-option formulation is that we want to postpone a decision when the Net Present Value (NPV) is less than the value of the option to delay. We can estimate these values based upon the information that we elicit in the CBAM process, because we are already estimating the costs and expected benefits as part of the elicitation process.
2.4 Architectural Metrics

Architectural metric can be defined as attributes that we can use to gauge the viability of an architectural style versus other alternatives. Metrics are crucial in weighing architectural alternatives in order to better structure and deliver systems to the stakeholder. Metrics also provide an iterative assessment of the design and implementation and thereby enlighten areas that may affect the eligibility of the overall architecture. Analytical techniques that architects use to contrast styles often hinge on the fitness of these measures.

To understand metrics and their value, we must first define what quality signifies in Information Systems. This section defines quality attributes and classifies major metrics to value alternatives against.

2.4.1 Quality Attributes

Quality attributes are system properties that enable the architect to analyze the tradeoffs while differentiating between characteristics that a system must attain in order to assure specifications. It is the degree to which a customer or user perceives that software meets his or her composite expectations. It is the composite characteristics of software that determine the degree to which the software in use, will meet the expectations of the stakeholder [42]. The evaluation of these qualities provides the basis for specifying quality requirements and evaluating quality while describing a set of characteristics and relationships between them. This establishes a framework to perform some kind of measurement of the specific desirable features that are needed in the final system as perceived by the stakeholder.

The most important effects of metrics are the comparison and identification of strengths and weaknesses in different architectural alternatives during the design stage. Quality refers to the degree of which software possesses a desired combination of attributes [43]. Quality attributes can be broken into operational – artifacts that enable the users to better exercise the system– and developmental requirements – where the importance lies in the developer’s ability to labor. Developmental requirements include such variables as maintainability, understandability, and flexibility, while operational requirements include
such priorities as performance and usability. Quality is described by the stakeholder in order to quantify what they require of the system [29].

The following excerpts are directly taken from [29] Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) which describes the leading quality attributes as:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Maintainability | Maintainability is a long-term requirement that can typically be done with readability, understandability, modifiability, and comprehensibility.  
“The ease with which a software system or component can be modified to correct faults, improve performance or other attributes, or adapt to changed environment.”  
To measure: Average Number of Operations: the more operations in a Software Architecture result in reduced ability to maintain code. |
| Performance | Performance is a measure that is evident immediately to the stakeholder and can be described by resolving such issues as availability, load-balancing, and usability.  
“The degree to which a system or component accomplishes its designated functions within given constraints, such as speed, accuracy, or memory usage.” |
| Testability  | Testability can be defined as the amount of effort it takes to verify the developed system against the functional requirements of the stakeholder.  
“The degree to which a system or component facilitates the establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have been met.” |
| Portability  | Is a long-term goal that enables software migration and system upgrades and is best defined by:  
“The ease with which a system or component can be transferred from one hardware or software environment to another.” |
| Functionality | ISO standards describe functionality as the set of attributes that bear on the existence of a system. |
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of a set of functions and their specified properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Abstraction</td>
<td>Functionality, reusability</td>
<td>Maintainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Flow</td>
<td>Portability, usability</td>
<td>Functionality, maintainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit Invocation</td>
<td>Modifiability, reuse</td>
<td>Performance, understandability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data-Centric</td>
<td>Understandability, performance</td>
<td>Maintainability, functionality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15 - Quality Attributes

As stated earlier, we can predict some quality attributes of a style. For example, we know that the Abstract-Data Type model is reusable and functional, while Implicit Invocation lacks in performance. Yet, Implicit Invocation is easily modifiable because each module operates on its own, but it is difficult to understand and poor when the number of instructions increase. By intuition and trail-and-error, the below table can be deduced to differentiate each quality attribute from its source style.

Yet, how do we – numerically – portray the above table so that future systems can take advantage of our prior knowledge? We know intuitively, but can we prove this empirically? To answer these questions we must establish a standard to measure and discover the above attributes. To do so, the next section defines Metrics, as it relates to SA.

2.4.2 Metrics

Now that we understand what quality in software architecture refers to, let us peer into how to measure for these quality-attributes [44]. By identifying and qualifying different metrics, we then begin to numerically identify these attributes more clearly. Roger Pressman defines metrics as “a quantitative measure of the degree to which a system, component, or process posses a given attribute” [45]. In
software development there are numerous measures that the architect can reference to aid in the discovery of measure. First, we must define key terms that are universal to the identification of metrics. These terms are as follows [46]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Attribute</strong></th>
<th>Defines the structural properties of classes which may include objects methods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cohesion</strong></td>
<td>The degree to which the methods within a class are related to one another.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coupling</strong></td>
<td>Object X is coupled to object Y if and only if X sends a message to Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complexity</strong></td>
<td>Structural characteristic of how components are interrelated to one another [45].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inheritance</strong></td>
<td>Object within a class that inherent characteristics from one or more other classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Message</strong></td>
<td>A request that an object makes of another object to perform an operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Method</strong></td>
<td>An operation upon object, defined within as part of the declaration of a class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object</strong></td>
<td>An instantiation of some class which is able to save a state (information) and which offers a number of operations to examine or affect this state.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation</strong></td>
<td>An action performed by or on an object, available to all instances of class, need not be unique.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given these terms, we can begin to define metrics to evaluate our design against. The following are leading metrics used to evaluate software project as stated on Source Forge’s Metrics site [47]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cyclomatic Complexity</strong></th>
<th>Computed considering the average, number of dependencies between Entities subtracted by the number of Entities which aids in finding complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of Entities</strong></td>
<td>The Number of Entities (of an ISA) is computed by counting the number of Entities. Allows to gauge the Maintainability of an ISA tends to decrease with this metric increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Relations</td>
<td>Computed by counting the number of relations between Entities. Allows finding the Maintainability of an ISA tends to decrease with this metric increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of Code (LOC)</td>
<td>Total lines of code in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method Lines of Code (MLOC)</td>
<td>Number of lines of code inside method bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods (NSM)</td>
<td>Total number of static methods in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes (NOC)</td>
<td>Total number of classes in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes (NOF)</td>
<td>Total number of attributes in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packages (NOP)</td>
<td>Total number of packages in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Overridden Methods (NORM)</td>
<td>Total number of methods in the selected scope that are overridden from an ancestor class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes (NSF)</td>
<td>Total number of static attributes in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods (NOM)</td>
<td>Total number of methods defined in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters (PAR)</td>
<td>Total number of parameters in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Interfaces (NOI)</td>
<td>Total number of interfaces in the selected scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children (NSC)</td>
<td>Total number of direct subclasses of a class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)</td>
<td>Is the maximum length from a node to the root (base class) where lower level subclasses inherit a number of methods making behavior harder to predict.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM)

Calculated with the Henderson-Sellers method. A low value indicates a cohesive class and a value close to 1 indicates a lack of cohesion and suggests the class might better be split into a number of (sub) classes.

McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity

Counts the number of flows through a piece of code. Each time a branch occurs this metric is incremented by one.

Method Lines of Code (MLOC)

Total number of lines of code inside method bodies, excluding blank lines and comments.

Nested Block Depth

The depth of nested blocks of code.

Weighted Methods per Class (WMC): Sum of the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for all methods in a class.

| Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) | Calculated with the Henderson-Sellers method. A low value indicates a cohesive class and a value close to 1 indicates a lack of cohesion and suggests the class might better be split into a number of (sub) classes. |
| McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity | Counts the number of flows through a piece of code. Each time a branch occurs this metric is incremented by one. |
| Method Lines of Code (MLOC) | Total number of lines of code inside method bodies, excluding blank lines and comments. |
| Nested Block Depth | The depth of nested blocks of code. |
| Weighted Methods per Class (WMC): | Sum of the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity for all methods in a class. |

Figure 17: Quality Metrics

Now that we have laid the foundation and boundaries for SA, we can begin to analyze how to achieve our final goal through experimentation. The next section introduces tools used to bridge concepts with products.

2.5 Tools and Technologies

This section provides an overview the tools used in conducting this research. While all tools were equally influential in the development and process analysis of this project, IBM’s Eclipse IDE was the primary source for development and testing, Source Forge’s Metrics, AJDT (refer to Section 2.5.5), and Omondo’s UML plug-ins also played a crucial role in the analysis and design of the source inside the Eclipse environment. While AJDT proved the environment to create and compile AspectJ source, the metrics plug-in supplied the assessment. Omondo’s UML created the logical views of the source, while most conceptual drawing and figures were drafted using Microsoft’s Visio.
2.5.1 Visio

Microsoft Visio is a diagramming program for Microsoft Windows that uses vector graphics to create diagrams. Software application developers can model the application's design and functionality with Visio and Unified Model Language (UML) 2.0 and even perform reverse engineering on an implemented system and transform existing code into a UML model. ([http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/visio/](http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/visio/))

2.5.2 Rational Modeler

The IBM Rational Software Architect family is an integrated design and development suite that leverages the Rational Software Modeler to enable the creation of robust, scalable solutions for requirements elaboration, design, and general modeling. The Modeler suite allows for the evaluation of UML profiles and the generation of tooling for them such as palettes, context menus, property sheets, and model templates. Modeler also uses UML2.0 modeling including Use Case, Class, Sequence, Activity, Composite Structure, State Machine, Communication, and Component diagrams. ([http://www-01.ibm.com/software/awdtools/modeler/swmodeler/](http://www-01.ibm.com/software/awdtools/modeler/swmodeler/))

2.5.3 ArchJava

Carnegie-Melon has played a very influential role in the development of SA. As the ArchJava website explains, Arch Java’s ability to approach SA by decoupling implementation code from architecture. ArchJava attempts to extend Java in order to seamlessly unify software architecture with implementation, using a type system to ensure that the implementation conforms to architectural constraints. ArchJava is a standard language features such as objects/function pointers and shared mutable references that verifies a program’s ability to conform to architecture. ArchJava enforces communication integrity for control flow: a component may only invoke the method of another component if it is connected to the other component in the architecture. ArchJava is also the only extension to a mainstream
language that explicitly describes a very general class of software architectures.

(http://archjava.fluid.cs.cmu.edu/)

2.5.4 Omondo

Omondo Eclipse UML is a visual modeling tool that natively integrates with Eclipse to provide data modeling, UML, J2ee, and business process modeling. Omondo also implements Use Case, Class, and Sequence diagrams to enable the developer to quickly model and design the desired system. The advantage of Omondo lies in its utilization from within Eclipse IDE. This enables the developer to access and respond to changes in architecture within a centralized resource. (http://www.uml2.org/)

2.5.5 Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) using AspectJ

Aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) is an approach to design that focuses on conceptualizing, describing, and analyzing features that realize software dependability goals [48] [49]. Development of modern software systems is complicated due to the need to balance multiple competing dependability goals. These goals seek to (1) reduce the complexity when replacing alternatives features, (2) increase understandability, and (3) aid in the evolution of the system through its life-cycle. The advantages of AOM are that (1) the approach allows developers to conceptualize, describe, and communicate crosscutting dependability features as conceptual design units, (2) it allows changes to a dependability that feature can be made in one place, and can be elected by composing the changed aspect model with a primary model, and (3) isolating dependability features in aspects can lead to generalized solutions that are potentially reusable across different systems in an organization [25].

Aspects are modular units of crosscutting implementation that can be defined by aspect declarations. Declarations have a form similar to that of class declarations, in that they may include point cut declarations, advice declarations, as well as all other kinds of declarations permitted in class declarations.
AspectJ is a simple and practical aspect-oriented extension to Java. AspectJ extends Java with support for two kinds of crosscutting implementation [50] [23]. This makes it possible to define additional implementation to run at certain well-defined points in the execution of the program.

Below defines three main concepts of aspects, which are Join Points, Weaves, and Cross-Cutting Concerns [24].

- **Join points**: are those elements of the component language semantics that the aspect program coordinates. Like nodes in the dataflow graph & runtime method invocations they are clear, but perhaps implicit, elements of the component program’s semantics. The join point representation can be generated at runtime using a reflective runtime for the component language. In this approach, the aspect language is implemented as a meta-program, called at each method invocation, which uses the join point in formation and the aspect program to know how to appropriately marshal the arguments [24].

- Aspect **weavers** work by generating a join point representation of the component program, and then executing (or compiling) the aspect program with respect to it.

- **Crosscutting concern** can be described as behavior that cuts across the typical divisions of responsibility, such as logging or debugging a problem which a program tries to solve. It also refers to the aspects of a program that do not relate to the core concerns directly, but which proper program execution nevertheless requires [24].

2.5.5.1 IBM’s Eclipse IDE

As stated on the Eclipse web site, Eclipse is a “universal tool platform – an open extensible IDE for anything and nothing particular” [51]. Eclipse is freeware that is obtainable as an open source software development platform that provides users with the necessary functionality to develop a wide range of applications as well utilize third-party plug-ins. (http://www.eclipse.org)
2.5.5.1.1 Eclipse ADJT Plug-in (2.0.2)

AspectJ Development Tools (AJDT) is the system implementation of AOSD that enables the Eclipse user to access and apply such functionalities as logging, error handling, and standards enforcement all while developing compliable code inside the Eclipse IDE. AJDT enables the user to create and step through aspect code, while enabling the user to graphically display and model aspects within the code.

Figure 18 - Eclipse ADJT Plug-in

(http://www.eclipse.org/ajdt/)

2.5.5.1.2 Eclipse Metrics Plug-in (1.3.6)

As the Source-Forge website indicates, the metric plug-in “provide[s] metrics calculation and dependency analyzer plug-in for the Eclipse platform. Measure various metrics with average and standard deviation and detect cycles in package and type dependencies and graph them” [47]. This tool aided in the profiling of the projects for all metric calculations.
Although Software Architecture may be newly recognized discipline in computing, many people have set precedence for its development and advancement. D. Harel’s *On Visual Formalism* [52] first introduced and justified the utilization of graphical diagrams in clarifying design propositions. P. Kruchten expands on visual depiction of architecture in his paper, *Architectural Blue Prints – The “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture* [37] where “views” are used to identify concepts and communicate them to stakeholders by addressing functional and non-functional requirements. R. Kazman, Mary Shaw, and David Garlan can be credited for forging ground and seeding the concept of SA with their papers *Software Architecture* [15], *The Coming-of-Age of Software Architecture Research* [7], *an Introduction to Software Architecture* [11], and *Software Architecture: A Roadmap* [14]. These papers were instrumental
in developing the architectural development process and classifying architectural views and perspectives in the computing discipline.

For the purposes of this paper, Bredemyer Consulting has been a very important and reliable source for clarifying the subject matter. Bredemyer Consulting provides professional architectural education and consulting to prepare and educate developers for the architectural frameworks. This is demonstrated in their paper, *Architectural Resources – for Enterprise Advantage* [33], which provides the definition and recognition of software architecture from a high level perspective. It formulates and organizes SA into layers that can be communicated to the stake-holder and developers by citing and implementing an architectural decision framework. This paper also aids in the classification and indication of such properties as priority settings, system properties and cross-cutting concerns, system to context, and system integrity. Bredemyer consulting also identifies Meta-Architectural frameworks and defines the conceptual, logical and executive architecture [27] [33]. This concept is echoed by Microsoft’s *Application Architecture Guide* [32], D.E. Perry, A.L. Wolf’s *Foundation of the Study of Software Architecture* [17], and L. Chung, B.A. Nixon, E. Yu’s *Using Non-Functional Requirements to Systematically Select among Alternatives in Architectural Design* [53].

Software prediction and analytics play a very large role in the solidification and justification of this discipline, and can be seen in C.H. Lung and K. Kalaichelvan’s paper *An Approach to Qualitative Architecture Sensitivity Analysis* [54]. This paper researches quantitative and measurable evaluations as opposed to qualitative assessments and presents an empirical case study of metrics. While the paper focuses on the robustness of software, it also provides a comparative approach to analyzing and contrasting quality selections. This comparative approach is reverberated by A. Vasconcelos, P. Sousa, and J. Tribolet [44] where they define popular metrics used to determine quality in software. C. Stoermer, F. Bachmann, C. Verhoef [40], and A.J. Lattanze [28] pioneer the utilization of the software architecture comparison analysis methodology (SACAM) and the architectural centric development methodology (ACDM) for software selection. Software analysis is then broadened by J. Asundi and R. Kazman’s [41]
introduction of the cost benefit analysis method (CBAM) and R. Kazman, L. Bass, G. Abowed, and M. Webb’s [13] software architecture analysis method (SAAM). H. Leung and Z. Fan further define the effort required to develop software by introducing their Software Cost Estimation [55] process. These analytical methodologies are then compared and contrasted by L. Dobrica and E. Niemela’s paper, A Survey on Software Architecture Analysis Methods, defining the differences in each.


Another cornerstone on this paper revolves around the utilization of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP). AOP has gained considerable traction in the last decade due to its provision and clarity in evaluating and extending source at runtime. The practice of AOP in the analytics, as used by this paper, can be reviewed in such papers as R. Reddy, R. France, and G. Georg’s An Aspect Oriented Approach to Analyzing Dependability [60]; K. Hoffman and P. Eugster Towards Reusable Components with Aspects: an Empirical Study on Modularity and Obliviousness [48]; G. Kiczales and E. Hilsdale’s
Aspect-oriented programming [23]; and finally R. Pawlak, L. Seinturier, J.P. Retaille’s *Foundation of AOP for J2EE Development* [24].

Finally, as the provider for the source-code, Dr. Denis Helic’s course on Software Architecture at the Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported New Media (IICM) at Graz University of Technology, in Austria [22] is instrumental in the production of the experiments for this research project. Dr. Helic’s course material also provided both the concise disciplinary structure as to how SA is organized. The course’s practical project assignments were used to draw out the concepts for the extension and modifiability of the experiments.

As we can see, although SA is a researched quarter of computing, academia lacks the proper empirical study of how and why to use SA when weaving an application or software suite. Research studies are yet to evaluate and identify how to thread the concept of SA into analytics and measure with quality attributes. Furthermore, academia lacks practical studies that strand and portray how to compute quality from source and therefore provide a known framework for evaluation. It is in this area that this research hopes to contribute to the computing discipline.
Chapter 3. Method

This research is motivated by several research questions including: (1) Which architectural style provides or promotes the best realization of each quality attribute in an implemented system?, and (2) Given a specific architectural specification, can we classify potential code realizations and rank them in terms of how they reflect the quality attributes represented in the architecture?

Since, intuitively we cannot gauge the quality of software until it is deliverable, there is a need to analyze source written to implement the same requirements, and then compare and measure the quality of each (refer to Figure 20). This paper presents an answer to the above questions by comparing and evaluating final implementations to gain perspectives on how the development of the system can aid in the advancement of future architectural projects. To realize our goal, this paper utilizes Java implementations written by Institute for Information Processing and Computer Supported New Media (IICM) at Graz University of Technology, Austria [22]. The source code implements the KWIC – Keyword in Context – that facilitates any line of text to be circularly shifted by repeatedly removing the first word and appending it at the end of line. The output is a listing of all circular shifts of all lines in alphabetical order providing a mechanism to index and thereby search for a context in a file.

Figure 20- Experimental Progression
KWIC presents a sufficiently complex experimental source, written for the same purpose, but in different styles, and thereby aids in the understanding of how the selection of a style affects the final product.

To achieve this goal, the source is reversed engineered to create conceptual and logical architectural views as to understand in identifying point-cuts and cross-cutting concerns. Graphical presentation of the source enables the high-level view of the architecture before any of the source-code is evaluated.

The performance and reusability quality attributes are then measured by directly modifying the source and obliviously interjecting code using AspectJ. AspectJ is an aspect-oriented programming language that facilitates the identification, separation and representation of crosscutting software concerns [23]. AspectJ is a great fit for evaluating architectural styles, because it is a simple and practical aspect-oriented extension to Java. Implementing each quality variable using AspectJ code atop of the working architectural style enables noninvasive evaluation using the same controls for each system. Use of AspectJ also enables the reusability of the test cases themselves so that other systems and requirements can be numerically compared and contrasted.

Therefore, our experimentation pursues the following progression. First the performance of each baseline style is recorded by using AspectJ to record the performance of each style against different file sizes. Then, we can begin to modify and extend the source in order to measure the correlation of each quality attribute. Second, to do this, this research modifies the underlying code by implementing a Dictionary class and recording the amount of time required to test and deliver. The class verifies the file’s text against a known (indexed) list of English words. If a word is not contained in the dictionary, then the word is truncated from being alphabetized and excluded from the result set altogether. The purpose of the Dictionary class is to simulate a feature change or amendment. Third, once we are able to gauge the affect of the amendment to source, we can begin to compute its reusability by extending each architectural style with a new functionality to the application. To judge the affect of source supplement, a XML output adds
to the process. The XML output functionality will simulate an addition to the existing source code. Data can then be collected on the time/effort and quality as a result of the amendment.

In the next section defines the source of research shedding light into its purpose and how it functions.

3.1 Key Word in Context (KWIC)

KWIC (Key Word in Context) index system provides a convenient search mechanism for information in a long list of lines, such as book titles, dictionaries, or online documentation entries. It is widely used for a web search engine and the permuted index for the Unix Man (help) pages [7]. The system accepts an ordered set of lines, each line is an ordered set of word, and each word is an ordered set of characters. Any line may be circularly shifted by repeatedly removing the first word and appending it at the end of line. The output is a listing of all circular shifts of all lines in alphabetical order [22].

For example, if the original text says “Gone with the Wind”

Circular shifts (key words underlined)  

```
Gone with the Wind
with the Wind Gone
the Wind Gone with
Wind Gone with the
```

The input function is called to read and parse the lines from an input file. The input function then reads and processes these lines and represents them as characters and line. Then Shift function is called to circularly shift each particular line and store it in the circular shifts object. This is followed by the alphabetize function, which sorts circular shift object alphabetically. The result is alphabetically stored and finally outputted by printing to the terminal’s screen.
3.2 KWIC Architectures

In this section, four alternative architectural styles are presented and justified: shared data, object-oriented design, implicit invocation, and pipe and filter. Since our implementation did not include a client-server style, that model is excluded from this research. Conceptual and logical layout of these models is portrayed, and in doing so, assist in the theoretical organization and arrangement of KWIC within the framework of SA. The goal of this section is to layout the structure of each style within the framework of Software architecture as to identify and disparage similarities and contrasts. While each style differs, the basic components are similar according to the functions – including input, circular shift, alphabetizer and output. Yet, each implementation encompasses a unique architectural design methodology.

Table 2 – below – portrays each style (Shared-Data, Abstract-Data Type, Implicit Invocation, and Pipe-and-Filter) by visually exhibiting their conceptual and logical structures, and numerically classifying their source.

Source-code used in experimentation of this project can be found at: [http://coronet.iicm.tugraz.at/sa/](http://coronet.iicm.tugraz.at/sa/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conceptual View</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Logical View

Metrics

Abstract Data Type Design

Conceptual View
Logical View
### Metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Interfaces</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Overridden Methods</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packages</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Implicit Invocation

![Diagram of Implicit Invocation](image)

### Conceptual View

![Diagram of Conceptual View](image)
Logical Design

Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Interfaces</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Overridden Methods</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packages</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pipe-and-Filter
**Conceptual View**

- Input 
- Circular Shift 
- Alphabetizer 
- Output

**Logical Design**

**Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Children</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Interfaces</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Overridden Methods</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Packages</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4. Experiments and Results

As we have stated in this paper, the purpose of this research is to (1) identify architectural styles which provides the best realization of each quality, and (2) classify and rank potential code realizations based on the quality attributes represented in the architecture. We proposed to answer these questions by (1) defining conceptual and logical architecture of each style, and (2) introducing quality metrics to weigh them against. Using this basic approach, three experiments were designed to address performance, modification, and extensibility. Experiment 1 measures the performance by timing the amount of time it takes to process a set of file sizes. Experiment 2 analyzes the ability to modify each style by changing the source-code to include a dictionary lookup on each word before they are used as indexes. Finally, Experiment 3 extends the source-code by adding aspects written in AspectJ, such that the outputted indexes are saved into an XML file.

4.1 Experiment – 1 – Performance

To evaluate performance, the execution of each architectural style was timed. The code to perform this timing was introduced into the program using an AspectJ aspect (see Figure 22 and Appendix A). However, before any modifications or extensions are applied to the source, metrics were collected for each program. Each approach’s total time of execution was then recorded against each inputted file size. The file sizes are shown in Table 3. The sample file was then multiplied in size, by copying-and-pasting its content in order to simulate a workload amplification. A sample of the content is as follows – Figure 21:

```
Gone With The Wind
Brave heart
The Godfather
Avatar
```
Below, table 3 describes the sample file sizes that is used and one such case of AspectJ interjection:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Input</th>
<th>B Input</th>
<th>C input</th>
<th>E input</th>
<th>F input</th>
<th>G input</th>
<th>X Input</th>
<th>Y input</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input File (kb)</td>
<td>6 kb</td>
<td>33 kb</td>
<td>66 kb</td>
<td>132 kb</td>
<td>394 kb</td>
<td>788 kb</td>
<td>1707 kb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 22 portrays an example of AspectJ code used to gather performance measures from the source:

```java
public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    public double timerStart, timerEnd, timerTotal;

    pointcut performanceCheck(): execution (* KWIC.EventDriven.KWIC.main(..));

    before() : performanceCheck()
    {
        try
        {
            timerStart = System.currentTimeMillis();
            System.out.println(" START :: " +
                   thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + Double.toString(timerStart));
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            System.out.println("Exception at "+ e.toString());
        }

    }

    after() : performanceCheck()
    {
        try
        {
            timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
            timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
            System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                                Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: TOTAL TIME :: (" +
                                Double.toString(timerTotal) + ")");

            System.exit(1);
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            System.out.println("Exception at "+ e.toString());
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 22- AspectJ Sample Source
Table 4 and 5 describe the time recorded by running the above aspects against each architectural style (milliseconds & in seconds):

Table 4 - Performance of Application based on variable file sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Event Driven</th>
<th>Pipe-and-Filter</th>
<th>Object-Oriented</th>
<th>Shared-Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Milliseconds</td>
<td>366.4</td>
<td>339.5</td>
<td>119.3</td>
<td>142.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8616.5</td>
<td>858.3</td>
<td>433.6</td>
<td>260.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32086</td>
<td>1308.9</td>
<td>797.2</td>
<td>448.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136962</td>
<td>2354.4</td>
<td>1768.6</td>
<td>920.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1297883</td>
<td>3304.8</td>
<td>5661</td>
<td>4676.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2550000</td>
<td>3336.9</td>
<td>9955.3</td>
<td>14132.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9999999999</td>
<td>3257.6</td>
<td>21760.3</td>
<td>82385.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9999999999</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 - Performance of Application based on variable file sizes (in seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>In seconds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3664 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.6165 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32.086 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>136.96 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1297.88 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25500 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E+07 Sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1E+07 Sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All approaches fail to instantiate after the buffer grows past 1707kb due to the restraints of the array buffer. The application’s alphabetizer or circular shifter steps simply overflow and the steps are
prematurely existed therefore we can designate the maximum file size that can be inputted into the application at 1.66MB.

Figure 23 shows execution time as a function of file size for the four architectural styles. As we can see, while Pipe-and-Filter and Object Oriented approaches grows fairly evenly as the input grows, Event-based and Shared-data approaches bloat exponentially toward infinity. The Shared-Data approach performs better when the file size is relatively small, but quickly skyrockets as the instructions increase. The Event-Driven approach performs the worst, quickly reaching infinity. This clearly shows a deficiency in performance for this architectural style due to its lack of support for process batching, and therefore must be threaded. This demonstrates – numerically – the logical inference that event based systems should not architected for performance heavy requirements. Furthermore, the results reveal the accuracy of the test methodology and AspectJ usage.

In order to identify how and why one approach performs better than the other, we must now decompose the style into its components. We can infer that the Event-Based architecture lacks performance because of batches, but how can we translate that to a measurable value? To do so, we can hypothesize the utilization of metrics defined earlier (refer to Section 2.4.2) to compare the underlying code. Is there a lack of cohesion, or coupling? Or, is one source simply more complex, and therefore subjected to latency?
Figure 24 graphically conveys and compares each style’s quality average metric scores. As we can see, although the OO and Pipe-and-Filter approaches contain a high number of parameters, methods, and classes they are able to sustain a linear relationship with the size of input. Pipe-and-Filter approach fared the best, only slightly increasing in latency as the file size was enlarged. The Shared-Data seems to be implemented in a simpler fashion (less parameters and classes), yet it lacks the abstractions needed to sustain the approaches when the number of instructions and processes increase, and is evident in the LCOM measurement – Lack of cohesion. With the cohesive mark near 1, the methodology shows that its methods are less related to one another. All the while, OO and Pipe-and-Filter approaches contain higher Weighted and Cyclomatic complexity, with more method lines of code and nested depth.

Now that we understand the behavior of the base-line code, what if we were to modify the code? How easily can we append a class or functionality? How easily can we modify an existing functionality?
4.2 Experiment – 2 – Modifiability

As stated earlier, we now commence in the gathering of information to measure the effectiveness and modifiability of the architectural styles by adjoining a dictionary (refer to Figure 25) lookup to each style. The appending of the Dictionary class represented a modification, which is a routine process in software development – refer to Appendix C. During the implementation of the dictionary, the prior metrics that pointed to the lack of cohesion and elegance of the underlying code became evident. While the OO and Event-Based styles could be easily modified due to their cohesion and inheritance, the Shared Data and Pipe-and-Filter implementations were difficult to decode and test. This was especially true for the Shared Data implementation in which two arrays of data (one for the actual data and one for the end-of-line index) had to be wrapped in for loops every time any data needed to be extracted or reordered. This causes the implementation to be prone to more errors and null pointers, and therefore took longer to test and debug. As a result the modification of the source took exponentially longer to put in place, as explained in the table above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Data</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Oriented</td>
<td>4.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Based</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe-and-Filter</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As figure 26 shows, by modifying the source, all average metrics rose significantly. Most notably, the average WMC complexity of the Shared-Data climbed from 20 to 28. We can assert that as a result of the modification, the source actually rose in complexity and decreased in cohesion. As a result, we can draw a correlation between the effort to alter source and the complexity and cohesion of the style. The higher the complexity, and the lower the cohesion, the longer it will take to modify. Shared-Data and Pipe-and-Filter register the highest WMC, McCabe Complexity, and LCOM, followed by Object-Oriented and Event-Based.
4.3 Experiment – 3 – Extensibility

In this experiment the extensibility of the programs were evaluated by appending a new functionality to the application. The specific functionality chosen was that of changing from console output to output to a XML file (refer to Appendix D and Figure 27). This is typical in any software development environment, where additional functionalities are constantly requested and implemented. Yet in this experiment, rather than modifying the already established source – as we demonstrated in experiment 2 – this experiment simply appends or extends to the already functional module. This provides a clear boundary for separation of concerns and does so noninvasively. Data can then be collected on the time/effort and quality as a result of the amendment.

As experiment 2 portrayed, the amendment of source by modification, is a formidable and time consuming process – the shared-Data modification took almost 43 hours to complete. But the simple appending of functionality using aspect proved to be much less expensive. Once the AspectJ source was established, weaving of the code on top of the existing source took considerably less time. Testing and debugging the code was also as trivial, since the the functionality of the source was not modified to achieve the results. Due to simplicity of the Shared-Data style (lack of inheritance) the injection of XML output at the end of the routine took only a halve hour, while the complexity and modularity of the Implicit Invocation style took longer to implement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shared Data</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Oriented</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-Based</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipe-and-Filter</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 27 - CreateXMLFile
As figure 28 portrays the effect of the AspectJ to the baseline code is minimal as compared to Figure 24. The LCOM, McCabe, MLOC, NOC, NOM, and WMC remain near the original values of the baseline source (refer to Section 4.1). This shows the convenience and prevalence of AOP when weaving two packages together. By utilizing AOP the source was able to adapt to a new function without adversely affecting the underlying source.
Chapter 5. Discussion and Limitations

This section compliments the results and inferences presented in Chapter 4 with lessons learned and limitations of the experiments conducted in this research. In doing so, we will show how performance is both a variable of the architectural selection and developmental precision; identify architectural style most difficult to modify; and, show how extensibility benefits from understandability and uniformity of the underlying source-code.

5.1 Limitations and Future Work

Although the goal of this project is desirable and the results are encouraging, the research is limited in its capacity to be generalizing across the computing discipline. Since only one application was evaluated, we cannot assert the finding as true across all software systems. In order to establish a standard for future design and development, both small and large scale packages should be evaluated using the framework discussed in this paper. To facilitate generalization of the results across a broader range of software systems, several research avenues need to be pursued.

While this research evaluated quality attributes for one application designed in four different architectural styles, future research should evaluate alternative code realizations for each architectural style. For example, one experiment could select the Event-Driven architectural style, but develop four different source programs for this style. This would simulate the many different ways we can design the same application under one framework. Secondly, future work should expand the experiments to encompass other quality attributes such as reusability, security, testability, functionality, and usability. By evaluating other quality attributes under the same scrutiny as the ones discussed in this paper, we may be able to better quantify early design decisions. More in depth analysis and correlation of the quality metrics should also be done to understand the effect of source development on the overall structure of an application. Finally, other varied experiments for each quality attribute should be postulated and tested.
For example, in this paper we chose to measure modification by adding a dictionary lookup, while future experiments can verify source by examining the effect of rewriting the *Alphabetize* function all together. The experiment can explore such modifications as reversing or randomizing the queue rather than alphabetizing. By having different competing actions for the same experiment we can normalize very difficult modifications or extensions from trivial ones.

5.2 Experiment – 1 – Performance

Experiment 1 exposed the limitation of the event-based architectural style to accommodate performance when the input increases above a few kilobytes (from 6kb to 66kb). The program used exhibited the style’s inherent vulnerability in processing large number of instructions or processes. Each alphabetize or circular-shift method invocation triggers an independent event that is queued until its predecessor is completed. As the number of events grows, so does the queue, causing concurrent transactions to overlap and block processes from completing. In Chapter 2, Table 1, we predicted Event-based systems to be the least suitable when efficiency is required, and our experiment appears to be in line with that literature review.

A surprising result of Experiment 1 is the lack of performance when utilizing the shared data style. Theoretically, data-centric architectural style is well suited for volume processing by virtue of the data being stored “close” to the processes accessing or acting upon it. Data selection and amendment occurs within the same container, allowing for faster seek and update. Temporary object do not have to be instantiated and disposed when computing or interacting with the data. Yet, when the results of Experiment 1 are analyzed, we discover that the Shared-Data approach optimally executes when the input content is relatively small (from 6kb to788kb). As the input file size grows, the performance of the style decreases exponentially. As a result a further inspection of the source code is necessary to indentify factors that may cause this delay.
In order to discover the root to the unexpected results of Experiment-1 we gathered quality metrics on the baseline source. By evaluating the metrics we are able to infer the unexpected latency of the data-centric style to be the result of complexity and lack of cohesion of the source-code. While the data-centric methodology may generally lead to better performance, the implementation of the KWIC application was filled with complex and nested for loops which raise the McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity to over 20. As a result, when the file size is relatively small, the complexity is not apparent. Yet, as the input content grows in volume, so does the complexity, and therefore the sharp decrease in performance. Furthermore, Pipe-and-Filter and Object-Oriented styles were not recognized as efficient in literature, yet Pipe-and-Filter performs the best, while Object-Oriented style grew proportionally to the size of input.

Given these results, we can assert that performance of a style is both a variable of the architectural selection and developmental precision. We can clearly identify Implicit Invocation as structurally inept in high-volume processing, yet distinguishing behavioral attributes across the other styles is unclear. In order to distinguish the remaining styles more granularly, the actual implementation of the source becomes an important variable in the overall performance of end result.

5.3 Experiment – 2 – Modifiability

In Experiment 1 we learned that while architectural selection coupled with developmental approach may resolve the problem at hand, the lack of cohesion between classes and methods that result, can cause significant challenges when the application is faced with large inputs or processes. Experiment 2 supplements the argument for complexity by presenting the effort required to modify the underlying style. Experiment 2 aims to gauge the modifiability of a style given a common software request for a feature change. Feature changes and modifications are frequent demands of the stakeholder. Experiment 2 shows that while design and implementation may have initially taken less time to develop, the modification of the incoherent and complex source, takes a significantly higher amount of time to
accomplish. The Shared-Data approach took approximately 40% longer to amend than all approaches combined.

In Chapter 2, Table 1, we predicted that the Shared-Data, Pipe-and-Filter, and Object-Oriented architectural styles would be less maintainable, but we did not recognize the scale of the maintenance. Experiment 2 demonstrates the ease of changing Event-Based or Object-Oriented architectural styles due to their understandability and separation of concerns. Experiment 2 also portrays the considerable difficulty in modifying the Pipe-and-Filter and Shared-Data style because of the adverse affect of any modification on the rest of application. When one unit of the application is modified, it can have an unintended effect on all other processes of the system. The quality metrics corroborate this assertion by displaying the highest McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity and Lack of Cohesion for the Shared-Data and Pipe-and-Filter styles.

As a result, we can ascertain that data-centric architectural design is the most difficult to modify, followed by Pipe-and-Filter, Implicit Invocation, and finally Object-Oriented. The understandability and cohesion of the source has a clear affect on the modification, testing, and debugging of application.

5.4 Experiment – 3 – Extensibility

While Experiment 2 portrays the challenges in the modification of source, Experiment 3 aims to extend and adapt the existing code obliviously. By using AOP, Experiment 3 shows the ease of adapting existing code by appending AspectJ atop of the “working” source. This yielded a considerable advantage in modification to encompass a new feature implementation. First, by obliviously weaving the two packages together, we could ensure the quality of each package was not inadvertently affected in the process. This reduces testing and debugging processes, and thereby increasing efficiency and isolating packages in separation of concerns. Second, the implementations follow almost the same “glue” source-code with less lines of source, ensuring consistent evaluation of source across all styles. Finally, and most
importantly, the clear advantage of injecting oblivious source extension is the substantial overall reduction in development effort.

In Chapter 2, Table 1, we predicted that the Object-Oriented and Implicit Invocation styles would award the least effort in reuse. We expected the same understandability and separation of concern characteristics to yield ease of reuse or extension, yet the results of Experiment 3 show otherwise. When utilizing AOP methodology, the elaborate structure of the Event-Driven and Pipe-and-Filter implementations prompt more research in identification of join-points, while Object-Oriented and Shared-Data style’s join-points can be easily classified from the main function. The OO and Shared-Data methods – Alphabetize and Shift – can be easily identified, and instantiating storage variable – Char[][] or ArrayList<String> - can be effortlessly read from and written to using aspects. Pipe-and-Filter implementation necessitated the utilization of the customized Pipe and Filter objects when interacting with the package, therefore adding to the effort required in extension.

As a result, we can imply that when utilizing aspects to weave packages, extensibility benefits from understandability and uniformity of source. Furthermore, we can rank style selection in the following order: Shared-Data, Object-Oriented, Event-Based, and Pipe-and-Filter.
Chapter 6. Conclusion

To meet market demands and stay competitive, systems are routinely pieced together without consideration of the overall software quality. Often, performance, modifiability, or maintainability are sidelined for an expidiate time to shelf. As a result, today’s computing landscape is littered with brittle applications with high maintenance costs and inadvertent complexity. In this paper we introduced software architecture as a promising discipline aimed to answer these concerns. To understand how it can become a viable answer, we decomposed software architecture into its unique styles and quality attributes. Alternative styles were then compared by utilizing the KWIC – Keyword in Context – application written in different architectural styles. These styles were then assessed and compared to (1) analyze the performance of each style, (2) compare the effects of source modification to each style, and (3) gauge the effort and outcome of extension of functionality.

In doing so, we are able to ascertain which architectural style provides the best realization of performance, maintainability, and extensibility quality attributes. In Experiment 1, we showed how performance of a style is both a variable of the architectural selection and developmental precision. We – numerically – identified Implicit Invocation as structurally unable to handle high-volume processing, and showed how the actual implementation of the application affects the overall performance. Experiment 2 validated the association of understandability and cohesion of source with the effort required to modify, test, and debug – Data-Centric architectural ranks as the most difficult to modify, followed by Pipe-and-Filter, Implicit Invocation, and finally Object-Oriented. Experiment 3, exhibited the advantage of understandability and uniformity of source in achieving an extension to the application – Shared-Data ranking as the most extensible followed by Object-Oriented, Event-Based, and Pipe-and-Filter. The summation of these experiments has enabled the classification of potential alternative designs.
Most importantly, this research has established the foundation and framework for capturing metrics and analyzing source-code. Prior to this research, academia lacked the stepwise process to evaluate and compare architectural styles. Although theoretical axioms guided the evaluation of software architecture, they did not explain how or why to choose one path over another. Through experience, developers and architects had maintained a general rule for selection and evaluation of opposing styles, but no real numerical data was available to corroborate the experience. As a result, although many developers understand the importance of design, they can not quantify the consequence of early decisions on the final product. This project enables researchers to travel down a known path to gauge and compare various architectural styles, and thereby in the future accumulate enough knowledge to fortify and justify a standard approach to alternative selection. By developing and demonstrating a systematic approach to decomposing and evaluating each style, we can now begin to capture and collect data on a wide variety of systems so that collectively we can prevent brittle and costly implementations.

In addition to constitution appraisal methodology, this project explored the emergence of Aspect Oriented Programming and established its significance in the maturity of software architecture as a discipline. This research has shown its potential for noninvasive extension of source and standard measurement of performance. By utilizing AOP to gather data on source, we were both able to evaluate performance uniformly across all styles, and opened the opportunity for leveraging this framework for other computational statistics. Furthermore, this project identified the simplicity of utilizing AOP to mend isolated packages without inadvertently harming the underlying source. This is an important factor in combating complex and wide-breadth systems which are routinely stacked and merged onto one another. By manipulating AOP we were able to maintain the boundaries between packages while achieving our primary objectives.

As we have seen, the software architecture has the potential to extend the computing industry into a mature discipline. To do so, SA must be proven to be a viable solution to the growing complexity of the computing landscape. This research has shown how to approach this difficult problem by introducing and
demonstrating a framework for comparison of design alternatives. As more and more systems are decomposed and assessed using this road-map, we can cultivate a verifiable association with system architectures and their long-term quality.
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Appendix A – Experiment – Performance

Logical View of source

The below table describes the affect of the AspectJ source on the underlying architectural styles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event-Driven</th>
<th>Object-Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Diagram of Event-Driven and Object-Oriented Architectural Styles]
Pipe-and-Filter

Metric Evaluation

Below table breaks down each metrics evaluation by the architectural style:
Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM)

McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity

Method Lines of Code (MLOC)
Appendix B – Experiment – Modifiability

Conceptual View

The conceptual view of the modification can be seen in the table below:

Table 6 - Conceptual View of the Dictionary Class
Dictionary Class source

The class' source is described below:

```java
import java.io.BufferedInputStream;
import java.io.DataInputStream;
import java.io.File;
import java.io.FileNotFoundException;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.StringTokenizer;
import javax.swing.JOptionPane;

public class Dicctionary {
    String FILENAME = "";
    ArrayList<String> DICT = new ArrayList<String>();

    public void setFilename(String filename)
    {
        this.FILENAME = filename;
    }

    public String getFilename()
    {
        return FILENAME;
    }
}
```
public ArrayList<String> getDictionary()
{
    if (this.DICT.size() > 0) return this.DICT;
    else return null;
}

public Dictionary() {}
public Dictionary(String filename)
{
    this.setFilename(filename);
    this.setDictionary(this.getFilename());
}

private boolean isFile() throws FileNotFoundException, IOException
{
    java.io.File _file = new java.io.File(this.FILENAME);
    if (_file.exists() && _file.canRead()) return true;
    else return false;
}

@SuppressWarnings({"deprecation"})
private void setDictionary(String filename)
{
    if (this.FILENAME.equalsIgnoreCase(filename)) this.setFilename(filename);
    try {
        if (this.isFile())
        {
            File _file = new File(this.FILENAME);
            FileInputStream _fileInputStream = new FileInputStream(_file);
            BufferedInputStream _bis = new BufferedInputStream(_fileInputStream);
            DataInputStream _dis = new DataInputStream(_bis);
            String line = _dis.readLine();
            while(line != null)
            {
                StringTokenizer tokenizer = new StringTokenizer(line);
                this.DICT.add(line);
                while(tokenizer.hasMoreTokens()) tokenizer.nextToken();
                line = _dis.readLine();
            }
        }
    } catch (FileNotFoundException ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); }
    catch (IllegalArgumentException ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); }
    catch (IOException ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); }
    catch (NullPointerException ex) { ex.printStackTrace(); }
}

getDictionary() {}
The logical view of the styles after the modification and insertion of the Dictionary class can be reviewed below:

Table 7: Dictionary Class Modification
After the modification, the below metrics were collected for analysis:

**Lines of Code (LOC)**

**Number of Static Methods (NSM)**

**Number of Classes (NOC)**
Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM)
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC)
Appendix C – Experiment – Reusability

**Logical View**

Following table conceptually describes the affect of the Out to XML package to KWIC architecture:

Table 8 - OutputToXML Conceptual View

---

Abstract

Data Type
Implicit Invocation

Pipe-and-Filter
Shared Data

OutputToXML Package Source

```java
package outputXML;

import java.util.ArrayList;
import javax.xml.parsers.*;
import javax.xml.transform.*;
import javax.xml.transform.dom.*;
import javax.xml.transform.stream.*;
import org.w3c.dom.*;

public class CreateXMLFile
{
    String FILENAME = "";
    ArrayList<String> OUTPUT = new ArrayList<String>();

    public void setFilename(String filename)
    {
        this.FILENAME = filename;
    }

    public String getFilename()
    {
        return this.FILENAME;
    }

    public CreateXMLFile()
    {
    }

    public CreateXMLFile(String filename, ArrayList<String> output)
    {
        this.FILENAME = filename;
        this.OUTPUT = output;
        createFile(this.FILENAME, this.OUTPUT);
    }

    private void createFile(String filename, ArrayList<String> output)
    {
    }
}
```
```java
{  
  try  
  {  
    DocumentBuilderFactory DBF = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance();  
    DocumentBuilder docBuilder = DBF.newDocumentBuilder();  
    Document doc = docBuilder.newDocument();  
    
    Element rootElement = doc.createElement("OutputToXML");  
    doc.appendChild(rootElement);  
    for (int i = 0; i < output.size(); i++)  
    {  
      String element = "Element";  
      String data = output.get(i);  
      Element em = doc.createElement(element);  
      em.appendChild(doc.createTextNode(data));  
      rootElement.appendChild(em);  
    }  
    TransformerFactory transformerFactory = TransformerFactory.newInstance();  
    Transformer transformer = transformerFactory.newTransformer();  
    DOMSource source = new DOMSource(doc);  
    StreamResult result = new StreamResult(this.FILENAME);  
    transformer.transform(source, result);  
  }  
  catch (TransformerException ex) {}  
  catch (ParserConfigurationException ex) {}  
}
```

**AspectJ Source (Sample)**

```java
public privileged aspect AspectJ_OutputToXML {

  pointcut performanceCheck_Output(LineStorageWrapper shift_storage):
    call (* KWIC.EventDriven.Output.print(LineStorageWrapper))
    && args(shift_storage);

  after(LineStorageWrapper shift_storage) : performanceCheck_Output(shift_storage)  
  {  
    try  
    {  
      ArrayList<String> _lines = new ArrayList<String>();  
      String _filename = "C:\temp\EventDriven.XML";  
      for(int i = 0; i < shift_storage.getLineCount(); i++)  
        _lines.add(shift_storage.getLineAsString(i));  
      outputXML.CreateXMLFile xml
        = new outputXML.CreateXMLFile(_filename, _lines);  
      System.out.println("Created XML successfully at: " + xml.getFilename());  
    }  
    catch (Exception e)  
    {  
      System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());  
    }
```
Metric Evaluation

Lines of Code (LOC)

Number of Static Methods (NSM)
Number of Classes (NOC)

Number of Attributes (NOA)
Number of Methods (NOM)

Number of Parameter (PAR)

- EventDriven
- ObjectOriented
- PipeAndFilter
- SharedData
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Interfaces (NOI)</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- EventDriven
- ObjectOriented
- PipeAndFilter
- SharedData

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Children (NSC)</th>
<th>0.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- EventDriven
- ObjectOriented
- PipeAndFilter
- SharedData
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)

Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM)
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC):
Appendix D – Experiment Metric Evaluation

This section compares the effect of the three experiments on the source, by examining each Architectural Style.

**Pipe-and-Filter**

![Graph showing metric evaluation results for Pipe-and-Filter](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Dictionary</th>
<th>OutputXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.556</td>
<td>1.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Graph showing metric evaluation results for Weighted methods per Class](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weighted methods per Class</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Dictionary</th>
<th>OutputXML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.556</td>
<td>1.545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.241</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td>2.525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>1.697</td>
<td>1.675</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.125</td>
<td>9.667</td>
<td>9.182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Shared-Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Attributes</th>
<th>Number of Classes</th>
<th>Number of Methods</th>
<th>Number of Parameters</th>
<th>Number of Static Attributes</th>
<th>Number of Static Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Baseline</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Dictionary</td>
<td>4.667</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.333</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of OutputXML</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Event-Based**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Depth of Inheritance Tree</th>
<th>Lack of Cohesion of Methods</th>
<th>McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity</th>
<th>Nested Block Depth</th>
<th>Weighted methods per Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Baseline</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>3.333</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of Dictionary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>28.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of OutputXML</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>2.552</td>
<td>1.552</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Object-Oriented

#### Number of Attributes, Classes, Methods, Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Baseline</th>
<th>Sum of OutputXML</th>
<th>Sum of Dictionary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
<td>6.111</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Parameters</td>
<td>1.288</td>
<td>1.276</td>
<td>1.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Attributes</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Static Methods</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Depth of Inheritance Tree, Lack of Cohesion of Methods, McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity, Method Lines of Code, Nested Block Depth, Weighted methods per Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Baseline</th>
<th>Sum of OutputXML</th>
<th>Sum of Dictionary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth of Inheritance Tree</td>
<td>1.111</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Cohesion of Methods</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity</td>
<td>1.615</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method Lines of Code</td>
<td>4.404</td>
<td>4.742</td>
<td>4.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nested Block Depth</td>
<td>1.173</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>1.207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted methods per Class</td>
<td>9.333</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Attributes</td>
<td>Number of Classes</td>
<td>Number of Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of Baseline</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of Dictionary</strong></td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of OutputXML</strong></td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Bar chart showing depth of inheritance tree, lack of cohesion of methods, McCabe cyclomatic complexity, nested block depth, and weighted methods per class for different data sets.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Depth of Inheritance Tree</th>
<th>Lack of Cohesion of Methods</th>
<th>McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity</th>
<th>Nested Block Depth</th>
<th>Weighted methods per Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of Baseline</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>1.787</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of Dictionary</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>1.965</td>
<td>1.386</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sum of OutputXML</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>1.792</td>
<td>1.321</td>
<td>11.875</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E – AspectJ Source Code

Event-Driven – Performance

package KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline;

public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    public double timerStart, timerEnd, timerTotal;

    pointcut performanceCheck_Run() : call (* KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline.KWIC.main(..));
    pointcut performanceCheck_All() : execution (* KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline.*.*);
    pointcut performanceCheck_Events() : execution (* KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline.*.event.*);
    pointcut performanceCheck_Iron() : execution (* KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline.*.iron.*);
    pointcut performanceCheck() : execution ( * KWIC_EventDriven_Baseline.KWIC.main(..) );

    before() : performanceCheck() {
        try {
            timerStart = System.currentTimeMillis();
            System.out.println(" START :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+Double.toString(timerStart));
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter"+e.toString());
        }
    }

    after() : performanceCheck() {
        try {
            timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
            timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
            System.out.println(" END :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+":: TOTAL TIME :: ("+
                                Double.toString(timerStart)+":: END TIME ::
                                Double.toString(timerTotal)+")");
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter"+e.toString());
        }
    }

    after() : performanceCheck_Run() {
        try {
            timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
            timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
            System.out.println(" END :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+":: END TIME ::
                                Double.toString(timerStart)+":: END TIME ::
                                Double.toString(timerTotal)+")");
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter"+e.toString());
        }
    }
}

package KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline;

public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {

  after() : performanceCheck_CircularShift()
  {
    try {
      timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
      timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
      System.out.println(" END :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+" :: "+
                          Double.toString(timerStart)+" :: END TIME ::
                          Double.toString(timerEnd)+");
    } catch (Exception e) {
      System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
  }

  after() : performanceCheck_Alphabetizer()
  {
    try {
      timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
      timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
      System.out.println(" END :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+" :: "+
                          Double.toString(timerStart)+" :: END TIME ::
                          Double.toString(timerEnd)+");
    } catch (Exception e) {
      System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
  }

  after() : performanceCheck_Output()
  {
    try {
      timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
      timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
      System.out.println(" END :: "+thisJoinPoint.toLongString()+" :: "+
                          Double.toString(timerStart)+" :: END TIME ::
                          Double.toString(timerEnd)+");
    } catch (Exception e) {
      System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
  }

Object-Oriented – Performance
public double timerStart, timerEnd, timerTotal;

pointcut performanceCheck_Input() : call (* KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline.Input.parse(String, LineStorage));
pointcut performanceCheck_CircularShift(): call (* KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline.CircularShifter.setup(..));
pointcut performanceCheck_Alphabetizer() : call (* KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline.Alphabetizer.alpha(..));
pointcut performanceCheck_Output() : call (* KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline.Output.print(..));
pointcut performanceCheck() : execution ( * KWIC_ObjectOriented_Baseline.KWIC.execute(..) );

before() : performanceCheck()
{
    try {
        timerStart = System.currentTimeMillis();
        System.out.println("START :: " + thisJoinPoint.toString() + Double.toString(timerStart));
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at " + e.toString());
    }
}

after() : performanceCheck()
{
    try {
        timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
        timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
        System.out.println("END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toString() + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: TOTAL TIME :: (" + Double.toString(timerTotal) + ")");
        System.exit(1);
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at " + e.toString());
    }
}

after() : performanceCheck_Input()
{
    try {
        timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
        timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
        System.out.println("END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toString() + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: (" + Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at " + e.toString());
    }
}

after() : performanceCheck_CircularShift()
{
    try {
        timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
        timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
        System.out.println("END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toString() + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: (" + Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at " + e.toString());
    }
}
Pipe-and-Filter – Performance

package KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline;

public privileged aspect ASpecJ_Performance {
    public double timerStart, timerEnd, timerTotal;

    pointcut performanceCheck_Input(): call (* KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline.Input.start(..));

    pointcut performanceCheck_CircularShift(): call (* KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline.CircularShifter.start(..));

    pointcut performanceCheck_Alphabetizer(): call (* KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline.Alphabetizer.start(..));

    pointcut performanceCheck_Output() : call (* KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline.Output.start(..));

    pointcut performanceCheck(): execution ( * KWIC_PipeAndFilter_Baseline.KWIC.main(..) );

    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n    \n
before() : performanceCheck()
{
  try
  {
    timerStart = System.currentTimeMillis();
    System.out.println(" START :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + Double.toString(timerStart));
  }
  catch (Exception e)
  {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
  }
}

after() : performanceCheck()
{
  try
  {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
    timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
    System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                       Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: TOTAL TIME :: (" +
                       Double.toString(timerTotal) + ")");
    System.exit(1);
  }
  catch (Exception e)
  {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
  }
}

after() : performanceCheck_Input()
{
  try
  {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
    timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
    System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                       Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: (" +
                       Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
  }
  catch (Exception e)
  {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
  }
}

after() : performanceCheck_CircularShift()
{
  try
  {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
    timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
    System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                       Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: (" +
                       Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
  }
  catch (Exception e)
  {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
  }
}
after() : performanceCheck_Alphabetizer()
{
    try {
        timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
        timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
        System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                            Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: " +
                            Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
}

after() : performanceCheck_Output()
{
    try {
        timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
        timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
        System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " +
                            Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: " +
                            Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")");
    } catch (Exception e) {
        System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
}

\section{Shared-Data – Performance}

package KWIC_SharedData_Baseline;

class public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    public double timerStart, timerEnd, timerTotal;
    pointcut performanceCheck_Output() : execution (* KWIC_SharedData_Baseline.KWIC.output() );
    pointcut performanceCheck_Input() : call (* KWIC_SharedData_Baseline.KWIC.input(..));
    pointcut performanceCheck_CircularShift(): call (* KWIC_SharedData_Baseline.KWIC.circularShift());
    pointcut performanceCheck_Alphabetizer() : call (* KWIC_SharedData_Baseline.KWIC.alphabetizing());
    pointcut performanceCheck() : execution (* KWIC_SharedData_Baseline.KWIC.main(..) );

    before() : performanceCheck()
    {
        try {
            timerStart = System.currentTimeMillis();
            System.out.println(" START :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + Double.toString(timerStart));
        } catch (Exception e) {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
        }
    }
    after() : performanceCheck()
    {
try {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: TOTAL TIME :: " + Double.toString(timerTotal) + ")
System.exit(1);
} catch (Exception e) {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
}
}

after() returning : performanceCheck_Input() {
try {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: " + Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")
} catch (Exception e) {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
}
}

after() : performanceCheck_CircularShift() {
try {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: " + Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")
} catch (Exception e) {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
}
}

after() : performanceCheck_Alphabetizer() {
try {
    timerEnd = System.currentTimeMillis();
timerTotal = timerEnd - timerStart;
System.out.println(" END :: " + thisJoinPoint.toLongString() + " :: " + Double.toString(timerStart) + " :: END TIME :: ", Double.toString(timerEnd) + ")
} catch (Exception e) {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
}
}
Event-Based – Output To XML

package KWIC_EventDriven_OutputToXML;
import java.util.ArrayList;

public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    pointcut performanceCheck_Output(LineStorageWrapper shift_storage):
        call (* KWIC_EventDriven_OutputToXML.Output.print(LineStorageWrapper)
            && args(shift_storage));

    after(LineStorageWrapper shift_storage) : performanceCheck_Output(shift_storage)
    { try
        {
    ArrayList<String> _lines = new ArrayList<String>();
    String _filename = "C:\temp\EventDriven.XML";
    for(int i = 0; i < shift_storage.getLineCount(); i++)
        _lines.add(shift_storage.getLineAsString(i));
    outputXML.CreateXMLFile xml = new outputXML.CreateXMLFile(_filename, _lines);
    System.out.println("Created XML successfully at: " + xml.getFilename());
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
    System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
    }
}

Object-Oriented – Output To XML

package KWIC_ObjectOriented_OutputToXML;
import java.util.ArrayList;
public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    pointcut performanceCheck_Output(Alphabetizer alphabetizer): call (* KWIC_ObjectOriented_OutputToXML.Output.print(Alphabetizer)) && args(alphabetizer);

    before(Alphabetizer alphabetizer) : performanceCheck_Output(alphabetizer)
    {
        try
        {
            ArrayList<String> _lines = new ArrayList<String>();
            String _filename = "C:\temp\Test2.XML";

            for(int i = 0; i < alphabetizer.getLineCount(); i++)
            {
                _lines.add(alphabetizer.getLineAsString(i));
            }

            outputXML.CreateXMLFile xml = new outputXML.CreateXMLFile(_filename, _lines);
            System.out.println("Created XML successfully at: " + xml.getFilename());
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
        }
    }
}

Pipe-and-Filter – Output to XML

package KWIC_PipeAndFilter_OutputToXML;

public privileged aspect ASpectJ_Performance {
    pointcut performanceCheck_Output(): call (* KWIC_PipeAndFilter_OutputToXML.Output.start(..));

    after() : performanceCheck_Output()
    {
        try
        {
            Output _target = (Output) thisJoinPoint.getTarget();
            outputXML.OutputToXML _output = new outputXML.OutputToXML(_target.input_);
            _output.start();
            _output.transform();
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
        }
    }
}

Shared-Data – Output to XML

package KWIC_SharedData_OutputToXML;

import java.util.ArrayList;

public privileged aspect AspectJ_Performance {
    pointcut performanceCheck_Output() : call (* KWIC_SharedData_OutputToXML.KWIC.output() );

    after() : performanceCheck_Output()
    {
        try
        {
            Output _target = (Output) thisJoinPoint.getTarget();
            outputXML.OutputToXML _output = new outputXML.OutputToXML(_target.input_);
            _output.start();
            _output.transform();
        }
        catch (Exception e)
        {
            System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
        }
    }
}
{
    try {
        KWIC _target = (KWIC)thisJoinPoint.getTarget();

        char[] _chars           = _target.getChars();
        int[] _line_index      = _target.getLineIndex();
        int[][] _alphabetized = _target.getAlphabetized();

        ArrayList<String> _lines = new ArrayList<String>();
        String _filename         = "C:\temp\SharedData.XML";
        String _str              = "";

        for(int i = 0; i < _alphabetized[0].length; i++)
        {
            int line_count = _alphabetized[0][i];
            int shift_begin = _alphabetized[1][i];
            int line_begin = _line_index[line_count];
            int line_end = 0;
            if(line_count == (_line_index.length - 1))
                line_end = _chars.length;
            else
                line_end = _line_index[line_count + 1];

            if(line_begin != shift_begin){
                for(int j = shift_begin; j < line_end; j++)
                    _str += _chars[j];
                _str += ";
                for(int j = line_begin; j < (shift_begin - 1); j++)
                    _str += _chars[j];
            } else
                for(int j = line_begin; j < line_end; j++)
                    _str += _chars[j];
            _lines.add(_str);
        }

        outputXML.CreateXMLFile xml = new outputXML.CreateXMLFile(_filename, _lines);
        System.out.println("Created XML successfully at: " + xml.getFilename());
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        System.out.println("Exception at src.KWIC_PipeFilter.Aspect_KWIC_PipeFilter" + e.toString());
    }
}